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1.	 IHTRCDUCTION
This report summarizes isolation measurements made on :he
CTS spacecraft 11.7 GHz circularly-;p olarized downlink during the
1978 calendar year_	 Attenuation statistics ror the same time
period were published in Fi nal Peport for 1 Kir a ear " ^^kLr en A
24--po larization and Att.enuat,'-on Experiment IIsing the C-)es tar and
CTS Sdtellites by C. W. Bustian Ft al, submitted for Coatract
NAS5-22577 and dated February 9,	 1979.	 for information on the
experimental hardware	 the reader should	 consult ivarterly
,echnica -I Rroq ress Report I by C. W. 	 3ostian et al, issued
Uecember 22, 1976, for the same contract. Details on the data
reduction procedure used appear in Final Repot (aecon(? Year 2f
Work) by C. W. Bostian, et al, issued February 9, 1973. Complete
bibliographical information on these documents aplears at the end
of the report.
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^.	 POLARIZATICO ISULATICH
l^ Isolation measurea	 from a beacon	 signal is da	 it;.:icition of
the crosstalk	 that precipitation	 scattering
	
woula intr-3duce	 into
a aual-polarized	 satellite communications system. 	 itith
	
a	 single-
polarized	 transmitter,
	
isolation	 is the decibel ratio ­ .'	 the ca-
polarized component of 	 the	 received signal to the cross-1olarized
component_	 CTS	 transmits a
	 right-hand	 circularly	 polarized
'	 i.
when this
	 encounters raindrops or	 ice	 crystals a small
f
signal;
! left-land circularly polarized component is generated. 	 The nual-
' polarized feed at	 the	 VPIESU	 earth station antcnaa se p arates -he
right-hand and left-hand circular components and routes them
	 to a
dual-channel signal-processing	 receiver	 that	 measur-:s	 the power
I
level of each	 incoming signal.
	
If the	 co- and cross-polarized
c signal power levels in watts are	 P R and PG ,	 respectively,
	
tnen
the isolation I
	 in dB	 is given by
I	 =	 10	 log	 (P	 /P	 )	 (1 )
10	 R	 L
If both
	
the	 transmitting
	 idodl,and	 receiving antenr is were
isolation I	 would be	 infinite	 in clear	 weather.	 In	 ^racticp,
both	 antennas	 possess some	 residual	 cross-polarization,	 and
clear-weather	 values of I
	
tend to be	 about 30
	
dB.	 when a small
,amount of	 precipitation	 is	 present,	 the	 cross-polarized
	 signal
! that	 it generates	 may	 comiine in-phase or out of	 phase
	
with	 t,ie
residual cross-polarized signals 	 from	 the	 antennas and cat_ze	 the
net I	 to increase or decrease	 from its clear-weather valuo.
	 A-,
the	 precipitation
	
intensifies,	 path	 depolarization	 overrides
antenna effects and I decreases.	 Generally
	 rain effects begin to
I
^^.^
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dominate it attenuation (d) values above 1 or 2 U.
idecause A and I are really two different measurQti of the
same sca!tering phenomena, the two <luantities should be related,
at least for propagation t1irough rain. (The atteciva'.ion caused
by ice is negligible and ice depolarizes without introducing
significant	 fades.)	 Sf-veral	 authors	 have pustulated	 a
relationship in the form
	
I = U - v log ( A)	 ( 2)
where U and V are constants.	 (The literature is inconsistent
shout the appropriate base for the logarithm; score authors use 10
and others use e.)	 Unanswered questions about these cyuations
include:
1. Can universal U and V constants he found that itscribe
the observed real-time behavior of I and A for a
particular frequency and elevation angle?
2. can isolation statistics be predicted Prim attenuation
statistics using (2),
	
thus avoiding the exF.?nse of
separate isolation measurements?
This report addresses these two questions and irovidas monthly
and annual percent-of-time data for 1 as measurel at our earth
i	 station.
- 4 -
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3.	 DATA REDUCTION	 PROCEDUPE
The vPI&SU earth station	 receives CTS at	 a	 nominal eleva`ion
angle	 of 33
	
degrees.	 As described	 in	 earlier	 rcp3rts	 (S.=e
1
` Section	 1) ,	 our	 eg11i;)ment	 monitors	 the	 incoming	 signals
I
J
continuously
	
and	 records	 a data	 point	 *henever a
	
3i,nificant
(approximately	 1	 dB)	 chan-je occurs.	 These data are	 maintained	 in
magnetic tape in	 a format that allows us to	 determine
	
the value
of any data	 variable at any time.	 The data reduction and display
software
	
samples	 the	 stored	 information	 and	 builds	 a	 file
containing	 the	 values of	 measured quantities	 at	 thirty	 second
intervals.	 These	 are	 used	 to	 study	 the	 instantaneous
relationships between selected variables and 	 to com pute	 percent-
of-time information. 	 The processing	 is done	 with	 instantaneous
signal values taken from detectors 	 with	 10-second
	
time constants;
no digital averaging is involved.
fie normally
	
process	 data
	 for one calendar month 	 at a time.
Attentuation	 is calculated	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 iont),ly	 mean
signal level	 and any	 negative values	 are set	 tc zero.	 This
reduces	 the uncertainty	 caused	 by	 spacecraft orbital	 motion.
4 When the necessary signal levels are	 missing	 (because+ or	 receiver
maintenance,	 equipment	 malfunction,
	
spacecraft shutdowa,
	 a	 facie
that	 exceeded	 the	 dynamic	 range	 of	 the
	
receiver,	 Otc.),
attenuation	 values are	 filled in	 by	 scaling	 from	 one of	 -!e
is CONSTAR downlinks.	 Unfortunately there	 is	 no accented	 way to
scale isolation data,	 and the problem of how 	 to handle	 missinu
isolation values	 had	 to	 be resolved befor-	 isolation
	 3tatistics
could be	 determined.	 In	 preparing this	 report,	 we	 tollowea
several alternative approaches.
i^	 ^
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To determine the 0 and V coefficients that bas: relate
simultaneous values of attenuation and isolation, we. simply
excluded any missing values. This means that our carve fits
relating I to A on a real-tier basis were derived :rom measured
data aloce; no scaled values were used.
For the percent-of-time data, we used two me*.hods. In on*-,
missing isolation values were ignored and the time i.ase was
corrected to include only those times when valid signals were
present.	 in the second,	 missing values of isolation were
arbitrarily set equal to 30 dB.	 The reason was that,	 with CTS
(which never lost phaselock during any 1973 rain events)	 miszin,
values should result only from receiver down -timN for maintenance
during clear weather.	 Hence it is reasonable to set Lhe missing
values equal to our nominal clear-weather level of -39 ib.	 for
the isolation range of interest (I less than 30 lo), 	 the two
methods	 yielded	 essentially	 identical	 percent-of-time
distributions.
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4.	 CATA
Figures 1 throu-jh 13 display the percp nts-]es of tine than
the STS 11.7 :;Hz isolation was less than the indicated values for
each month of 1979 and fcc the year. These 'leszonze' plots we.:e
made for exactly the same time periods as vere thF att.enviation
and rain .atc distributions published in Refezence 1.
Most of the figures contain three curves.
	
As .iiscuss p l in
the previous section, these are
(1) measured isolation, statistics with missing values
set to 30 dB
(2) aeasured isolation statistics with missing val+ies
-xclud r.A from the data base
(3) isolation statistics P°cDICTFD fram tre attenuation
statistics measured for the same tine i)eriaio
For all except Fiqure 13, the predictions is (3)
	
wu_e baseu
on a least-squares fit of equation (2) 'o simultant' , cus values of
I ani A for S < A < 30 45,
	
when the data sL--or*ea suc- a tit.
The plotted points show the results that cculd be expecte: if
isolation statistics were predicted	 from d±tPIIudtion iata,
pLor ivied that the necessary coeff'_cien*_s R and V were kn .:)wn.	 For
theearl data (F igure 1s	 the , rediction was based one yearly
	
9	 ).	 r	 ?gU3tion
3 (p. 28), deternined by sratistical me •.hods.	 For dny ont. month,
r
insufficient	 statistical data	 were	 availai)le to	 --_wide
meaningful values or U and V; 	 hence we used tr,c instantaneous
fits.
C
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Figure 1.	 Isolation statistics for January, 1978.
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^-	 Figure 2.	 Isolation statistics for Fetr •, jary, 1978.
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I,	 Figure 3.	 Isolation statistics for ,March, 1978.
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Figure 4.	 Isolation statistics for April, 1978.
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^^	 Figure 5.
	 Isolation statistics for May, 1978.
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Figure 6.	 Isolation statistics for June, 1979.
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Figure 7. Isolation statistics for July, 1978.
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Isolation statistics for August, 1978.
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Figure 9.	 Isolation statistics for September, 1978.
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Figure 10.	 Isolation statistics for October, 1978.
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Figure 11.	 Isolation statistics for November, 1978.
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^,,.	 Figure 12.	 Isolation statistics for December, 1978.
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Figure 14 is a theoretical	 plot of yearly isolation
statistics calculateu from our measured rain rate data under the
assumption of ideal an t ennas at both ends of the pa:t.. The
theoretical calculation also ignores the effects of ice. At 11.7
CHz or gy theoretical model tends to underestioste attanuation any'
overestimate isolation; hence the theoretical curve shjws better
isolation for - given percent of time than was measured. Antenna
effects and possible ice depolarizdtion also cause the ipasured
isolation to be poorer than the theoretical value. 	 Of course
what happens with ideal antennas is somewhat academic:; 1^rac-ical
communications systems use real antennas and imperfect pointing
techniques and they will experience isolation that is p-sorer than
that predicted theoretically for ideal conditions.
0
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Figure 14. Theoretical isolation statistics for ideal
antennas based on measured rain data.
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5.	 RELATING ISOLATION TO ATTE.NUATICN
Parts a and b or Table 1 summarize the results of Sitting
equation (2) to simultaneous I and A values tor 3 < A < 3J d_ an'l
5 < A < 30 dB, respectively. better fits are obtained in the
second case because it elimindtes the wide isolation scatter
generally observed at attenuations in the 3 to 5 dB ran•;e. ".'ha
coefficients in part b of Table 1 correspond to those rublished
by a. J. Vogel or the Univerzity of Texas on Fag g 10 of aefereuct-
u.
Figure 15 is a scatter plot of isolation versus attenuation
for all the A > 3 dB data taken curing 1978.	 Suj:erimpo ed on it
are plots from the A > 3 db and A > 5 dB curve tits.	 Figure lb
plots the mean value of I observed in 1978 for all attenuation 3
greater that 3 dB;
	
the error bars extend plus and winus one
standard deviation from the mean. Figure 17 prestats the sane.
information after the isolations for each integer value of
attenuation have been combined.
Ano ,^ner approach to relating I and A is to determine h and V
values statistically.
	
To do this we find the values A(P)
	
that
the attenuation was greater tLan and I(P)
	
that the isolation was
less than for P percent of the time. 	 A curve fit in the form of
equation (2)	 can then be developed if the J-ita set contains
sufficiently many P values for whicL we have both A (P) acd I (P)
To illustrate the month-to-month variation in correspoaliny
I-A values, Table 2 lists the integer values of I that corresronc
to each integer value of A durl y g each woat_h of the year ar.d for
the year as a whole. Since it is rare to rind a ercer,tage p for
which both the attenuation exceeded for P percent of time and tfte
S I f` Oe O a0
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Figure 15. 1978 yearly scatter plot of isolation versus attenuation for A - 3 JB.
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value that the measure I isolation was less than for p percent at
time are available, some of the entries in Table 2 are
approximate and should be interpreted as bein g, correct -o withii:
about 1 dB.
Values of U and V based on Table 2 appear in pa.-t c of Table
1. The yearly tit for A > 5 dB,
I = 40.99 - 23.13*log10(A)	 (3)
is quite similar to the result
I = 41 - 20.6*log 10 (A)	 (4)
published in- Reference 4.	 For i edl antennas, ou: thcoreticaLl
model predicts
I = 36.05 - 18.35*1og 10 (A)	 (r_))
Over the range 5 < A < 20, the I values predicted by (3)	 ani (5)
differ by less than 1.5 dB.
ji
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Like other investigators, we rind considerable scatter in
the values ut isolation observed dt d given attenuation (5) and
	
^a
	
in the U,	 V coefficients for dirferent time perio?s 	 (4).
Presumably this occurs because isolatiun is much more sensitivt-
to the tine	 details of drop shape	 and orientation than
attenuation.	 Another potential factor is scatterinc, by ice
l
	
crystals, which depolariz3 but do not attenuate (o). 	 These
	
f	
effects make the prediction of monthly isolation sta':ist.ics From
monthly attenuation statistics difficult, 	 as Fi-3ures	 1-1^
illustrate.
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